The data underlying this study are the property of the UK Biobank. UK Biobank welcome applications from researchers to use data. Further information on the process is available from: <https://www.ukbiobank.ac.uk/register-apply/>. The variables comprising the analysis dataset in this study are summarised in [S4 Table](#pone.0216650.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The authors of the present study confirm that they had no special privileges in requesting access to these data.

Introduction {#sec004}
============

Movement behaviours (i.e. physical activity and sedentary behaviour) are associated with health in adults.\[[@pone.0216650.ref001]--[@pone.0216650.ref003]\] Analyses simulating the effects of substituting behaviours with each other suggest that replacing sedentary time with physical activity lowers the risk of chronic disease and mortality.\[[@pone.0216650.ref004]--[@pone.0216650.ref008]\] Physical activity and sedentary behaviour can be partitioned into the domains of occupation, leisure, travel and home, enabling a more nuanced exploration of how movement behaviours may impact upon health. In the travel domain, active travel, or its constituent active commuting (walking or cycling to work) have been associated with favourable health outcomes,\[[@pone.0216650.ref009]--[@pone.0216650.ref011]\] whilst car use may pose a risk to cardiometabolic health.\[[@pone.0216650.ref012]\] Physical activity and sedentary behaviour within the leisure domain, such as sport\[[@pone.0216650.ref013]\] and screen time\[[@pone.0216650.ref003]\] respectively have also been linked to health markers. Analyses of behavioural domains suggest that reallocating screen time to physical activity in the home and leisure domains (together referred to as discretionary time) reduces mortality risk.\[[@pone.0216650.ref014]\]

Active living approaches seek to promote physical activity and reduce sedentary time across different domains.\[[@pone.0216650.ref015]\] However, there is little information on how movement behaviours in different domains relate to each other. Displacement may occur within domains or between domains. Displacement can be further conceptualised as one-for-one (where time is reallocated from one domain to one other domain), one-for-multiple (where time is reallocated from one domain to a number of other domains), or one-for-remaining (where time is reallocated from one domain to all remaining domains). For example, evidence suggests that increases in active commuting are not compensated for by reductions in leisure physical activity,\[[@pone.0216650.ref016],[@pone.0216650.ref017]\] and that active travel is associated with relatively higher leisure physical activity and lower screen time.\[[@pone.0216650.ref018]\] This preliminary research indicates that active travel is associated with a broadly health-promoting pattern of behaviour overall.

Thus, there appear to be some complex trade-offs and synergies between movement behaviours in the travel, leisure and home domains, and established relationships between movement behaviours in these domains and health. Therefore, it is important to have information on potential compensatory shuffling of activities across domains when behaviour changes within domains (such as changing commute mode from car to walking or cycling). A recent methodological development in this field is the application of compositional data analysis, which entails expressing behaviours as ratios of daily time. This allows for the exploration of the relative distribution and redistribution of behaviours.\[[@pone.0216650.ref019]\] Compared with traditional methods, compositional data analysis allows for the nuanced examination of the relationships between behavioural domains. It has the advantage of remaining congruent with the underlying co-dependent nature of the data, in that increases in time spent in one domain may be compensated for by reductions in time elsewhere.

Using a large epidemiological cohort, the aims of this compositional data analysis were to explore:

-   The cross-sectional relationship between active commuting and the relative composition of discretionary time, incorporating recreational walking, sport and do-it-yourself (DIY) activities, and screen time

-   The cross-sectional relationship between active commuting and the absolute amount of discretionary time

-   The longitudinal relationship between changes in active commuting and the relative composition and absolute amount of discretionary time

Methods {#sec005}
=======

Study population and design {#sec006}
---------------------------

UK Biobank is a large prospective cohort of British adults aged 40--69 years. Potential participants in this age group and living in proximity to one of 22 assessment centres across the country were identified from National Health Service registers. The response rate was 5.5%, with 502,633 participants attending a baseline assessment visit between March 2006 and October 2010, which included completion of an electronic touch screen questionnaire.\[[@pone.0216650.ref020]\] The study was approved by the North West Multi-centre Research Ethics Committee, the Patient Information Advisory Group, and the Community Health Index Advisory Group. All participants provided written informed consent. More details on the design and methods of the baseline assessment can be found elsewhere.\[[@pone.0216650.ref021],[@pone.0216650.ref022]\] The first repeat assessment was carried out between December 2009 and June 2013 (n = 20,346) and the second between April 2014 and November 2016 (n = 11,923).\[[@pone.0216650.ref023]\] All repeat assessments included repeat administration of the electronic questionnaire and were restricted only to participants who lived near a single assessment centre in Stockport, England.

Assessment of movement behaviours in the travel domain {#sec007}
------------------------------------------------------

At all assessments, participants who reported being self-employed or in paid employment answered questions about their mode of travel to work, with four response options: (i) car or motor vehicle; (ii) public transport; (iii) walk and (iv) cycle. Participants could select a single mode or a combination of modes. Participants also reported the weekly frequency of travel, and the distance (miles), between home and work. Adults who commuted less than once a week or for zero miles were assumed to work from home and were excluded from analysis. Those who reported not being able to walk for any reason were also excluded.

Consistent with previous analyses of active commuting using this dataset,\[[@pone.0216650.ref024],[@pone.0216650.ref025]\] commute mode was dichotomised as inactive (car only) or active (any other mode or combination of modes) for the cross-sectional analysis. Public transport, walking and cycling were all considered active modes, as objective assessment confirms that all entail moderate to vigorous physical activity.\[[@pone.0216650.ref026],[@pone.0216650.ref027]\] For the longitudinal analysis four categories were created: (i) car only at both observations (stable inactive); (ii) use of any other mode than car at both observations (stable active); (iii) switch from car only to any other mode (inactive to active); or (iv) switch from any other mode to car only (active to inactive).\[[@pone.0216650.ref024],[@pone.0216650.ref025]\]

Assessment of movement behaviours in the leisure and home domains (discretionary time) {#sec008}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

At all assessments, participants answered questions about their sedentary behaviour and physical activity during discretionary time. These questions were adapted, based on piloting, from several existing validated tools.\[[@pone.0216650.ref028]--[@pone.0216650.ref030]\] Participants reported how many hours they spent watching television and using a computer outside of work on a typical day (open-ended question, not distinguishing between week and weekend days). These were summed to produce daily screen time and truncated at nine hours per day.\[[@pone.0216650.ref014]\] Estimates were converted to minutes per week.

Participants reported whether they undertook five activities during the preceding four weeks: (i) walking for pleasure (not as a means of travel); (ii) strenuous sports (described as activities that make you sweat or breathe hard); (iii) other less strenuous activities such as swimming or fitness classes; (iv) light do-it-yourself (DIY) activities such as watering the lawn; and (v) heavy DIY activities such as chopping wood or lifting heavy objects. Where participants reported having undertaken any activity, they reported the frequency and duration according to pre-specified categories (e.g. '2--3 times a week' for '15--30 minutes'). Monthly frequencies were divided to equate to weekly frequencies and durations coded according to the mid-point of the category (e.g. 22.5 minutes for those who responded '15--30 minutes'). Frequency was multiplied by duration to give minutes per week in each of the five activities.

Defining the subcomposition and total amount of discretionary time {#sec009}
------------------------------------------------------------------

The principles of compositional data analysis and the application of this technique to health research are described elsewhere.\[[@pone.0216650.ref019],[@pone.0216650.ref031]\] A further explanation of the core features of this analytical approach with a worked example for active travel can be found in a previous analysis.\[[@pone.0216650.ref018]\] Compositional data are comprised of parts which sum to a whole; defining a composition entails delineating these parts and requires consideration of both the research question and the nature of the data. A subcomposition, or sub-set of parts, may also be defined where parts may be logically or conceptually grouped. This is still consistent with the nature of compositional data, as the principle of subcompositional coherence dictates that the relationship between parts is maintained regardless of the presence or absence of other parts in the analysis.\[[@pone.0216650.ref032]\]

The presence of zeros in any part complicates the use of compositional data analysis and a common approach is to amalgamate parts to avoid this issue. Where zeros are seen as rounded (the product of measurement imprecision rather than a true zero value, such as when categorical rather than continuous response scales are used), imputation strategies may be used to replace zeros with small non-zero numbers.\[[@pone.0216650.ref033]\] Because of the large number of zero values, strenuous and less strenuous sports were combined and amalgamated with light and heavy DIY activities. Screen time and walking for pleasure were seen as important standalone parts because of the potential flow of time between travel and these discretionary activities. The final three-part subcomposition consisted of:

-   Screen time (minutes per week)

-   Walking for pleasure (minutes per week)

-   Sport and DIY activities (minutes per week)

Parts were summed to produce total discretionary time in minutes per week. This nomenclature is used for convenience and it is acknowledged that we did not comprehensively account for all discretionary time.

Zero values in the three parts were replaced with small values using a log-ratio data augmentation algorithm.\[[@pone.0216650.ref033]\] This algorithm requires at least one complete part; therefore, we excluded a small number of participants reporting zero screen time. We also excluded those who reported more than the equivalent of 24 hours per day of discretionary time.

Expressing the subcomposition as sets of isometric log-ratio coordinates {#sec010}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Compositional data analysis can be done by expressing compositions as log-ratio coordinates, and then using the coordinates as unique variables in regression models. In essence, each log-ratio coordinate provides information on one or more parts relative to others. We use the term 'coordinates' in the mathematical sense to refer to the location of the composition within the sample space, which defines its value. The sample space can be understood as the set of all possible values that variables can take. Compositions exist in a sample space known as the simplex, and linear regression models are designed for a sample space known as real space. Analogous to coordinates on a geographical map, log-ratio coordinates map the composition from the simplex into real space without losing any relative information about the composition.\[[@pone.0216650.ref034]\]

For the current analysis we used an isometric log-ratio (ilr) transformation which produces a set of coordinates numbering one less than the number of parts. From the original three-part subcomposition, we produced a set of two ilr coordinates for each participant. The set of ilr coordinates together describe the total variance of the subcomposition. Coordinates can be made interpretable through the use of sequential binary partition. This splits the composition into successively smaller groups of parts.\[[@pone.0216650.ref035],[@pone.0216650.ref036]\] A tree diagram or dendrogram can be used to visualise the partitions. We used sequential binary partition to define the set, so that the first coordinate represented the ratio of screen time to the other behaviours, and the second coordinate represented the ratio of walking for pleasure to sport and DIY ([Fig 1](#pone.0216650.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Using the first ilr coordinate as the outcome variable in a regression model, a positive regression coefficient would indicate that the exposure variable is associated with a relatively higher level of screen time and relatively lower level of the other behaviours. In this example, the ratio is between screen time as the numerator, and the geometric mean of the remaining behaviours as the denominator.

![Sequential binary partition of three-part composition.](pone.0216650.g001){#pone.0216650.g001}

Again using sequential binary partition, we defined two further sets of ilr coordinates for each participant. For each set, the first coordinate was expressed as one part relative to the others. In total, each participant's subcomposition was expressed as three sets of two ilr coordinates ([Fig 1](#pone.0216650.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Using any of the three sets of ilr coordinates in a regression model would give identical multiple correlation coefficients, as all three sets describe the same subcomposition. However, for each set, the first coordinate gave information on one individual part relative to the rest. This allowed us to isolate and explore the dominance of each of the three parts (screen time, walking for pleasure, and sport/DIY).

Covariates {#sec011}
----------

The covariates were: weekly frequency of travel, the distance in miles between home and work, age, sex, ethnicity, home ownership, car ownership, income, education level, children in the household, Townsend score (an indicator of material deprivation calculated according to home postcode), baseline height and weight used to calculate body mass index, whether job entailed standing, walking or manual labour, bone fracture in the last five years, ever being diagnosed with a vascular condition such as a heart attack or stroke, and ever being diagnosed with a non-vascular condition such as diabetes or cancer. All covariates apart from Townsend score and body mass index were self-reported. All covariates were hypothesised to confound the association of interest (movement behaviours in the travel, leisure and home domains) based on theoretical relationships between variables and prior research.\[[@pone.0216650.ref014],[@pone.0216650.ref025]\] The baseline value of all covariates was used in all models.

Analysis {#sec012}
--------

Stata 14 (College Station, TX: StataCorp LP) was used for data cleaning procedures and deriving all variables of interest. For analysis, we used the open source software R ([www.r-project.org](http://www.r-project.org/)) and the bespoke packages Compositions,\[[@pone.0216650.ref037]\] zCompositions\[[@pone.0216650.ref033]\] and robCompositions.\[[@pone.0216650.ref038]\]

### Cross-sectional analysis {#sec013}

We used baseline data from all participants who provided complete information on exposure (active commuting) and outcomes (composition and total amount of discretionary time), as well as complete information on all covariates. Using one-way ANOVA and chi-squared tests, we tested for differences between participants included in the cross-sectional analysis and the rest of the baseline sample.

We conducted an initial descriptive analysis of all variables. For the subcomposition, we calculated the arithmetic mean, median and geometric mean of each part separately. We then calculated the overall compositional mean firstly in proportions and then in minutes per week (i.e. as proportions of the mean of total discretionary time).

The analysis consisted of three stages. First, we tested for an association between commute mode (inactive vs active) and one of the sets of ilr coordinates representing the discretionary time subcomposition. We used linear regression models (MANCOVA) progressively adjusted for the covariates described above. The MANCOVA findings would be identical using any of the three sets of ilr coordinates. This analysis gave an indication of whether the discretionary time subcomposition differed overall between those who used active travel modes and those who used inactive travel modes. However, it did not identify which particular parts (i.e. screen time, walking for pleasure, or sport/DIY) were driving this difference.

Second, we tested for an association between commute mode (inactive vs active) and the first coordinate of each of the three sets of ilr coordinates ([Fig 1](#pone.0216650.g001){ref-type="fig"}) using adjusted linear regression models. This gave an indication of whether screen time, walking for pleasure, or sport/DIY differed between those who used active travel modes and those who used inactive travel modes, relative to the other parts.

Third, we tested for an association between commute mode (inactive vs active) and total discretionary time (log transformed to satisfy the assumption that the variable can take both positive and negative values), using adjusted linear regression models. This gave an indication of whether total discretionary time was associated with travel modes, regardless of the composition of discretionary time. In all regression models, visual inspection of the distribution of residuals indicated that the assumptions for linear regression had been met.

Finally, we used the models to predict adjusted compositional means for those who used active travel modes and those who used inactive travel modes. Using the R package lsmeans,\[[@pone.0216650.ref039]\] we estimated the adjusted mean ilr coordinate value for each of the two ilr coordinates comprising a set. Subsequently, we back-transformed the ilr set using the same ilr partitioning system, firstly into proportions. We then transformed the proportions into minutes per week based on the adjusted mean value of total discretionary time in those who used active travel modes and those who used inactive travel modes separately.

### Longitudinal analysis {#sec014}

We used data from all participants who provided complete information on exposure, outcomes and covariates at baseline and first repeat assessment. We tested for differences between participants included in the longitudinal analysis and participants included in the cross-sectional analysis.

We followed the same general approach described for the cross-sectional analysis. We conducted an initial descriptive analysis of all variables. We then tested for associations between change in commute mode (stable inactive, stable active, inactive to active, active to inactive) and (i) change in the overall discretionary time subcomposition; (ii) relative changes in screen time, walking for pleasure, and sport/DIY; and (iii) change in total discretionary time. We used linear regression models progressively adjusted for the baseline value of the covariates described. Additionally, we derived a continuous variable of the time elapsed between baseline and first repeat assessment, defined according to the dates of assessment; and a variable indicating whether the season differed between assessments. We used these two variables as additional covariates in the maximally adjusted models. For all outcomes, we used the follow-up value adjusted for the baseline value to represent change over time. In all regression models, visual inspection of the distribution of residuals indicated that the assumptions for linear regression had been met. Finally, we used the models to predict adjusted compositional means for the different commute categories.

### Sensitivity analyses {#sec015}

Because of the large amount of missing data on income and number of children in the household, we repeated the cross-sectional and longitudinal analyses removing these covariates, which markedly increased the sample size.

Results {#sec016}
=======

From an initial sample of 502,617 participants who provided baseline data, we firstly limited the sample to 246,110 participants who were employed, worked outside the home, reported a commute mode and were able to walk. Following that, we limited the sample to 243,954 participants who had reported some discretionary and screen time, but not more than 24 hours per day of discretionary time. We then limited the sample to those providing complete information on all covariates, leaving a final cross-sectional sample of 182,406 participants (36% of the initial sample).

From an initial sample of 20,346 participants who provided information at both baseline and first repeat assessment, the longitudinal sample was firstly limited to 6,201 participants who provided complete information on exposures, then to 6,133 participants who provided complete information on outcomes, with the final sample limited to 4,323 participants who additionally provided complete information on covariates (21% of the initial sample). The baseline characteristics of the cross-sectional and longitudinal samples are shown in [Table 1](#pone.0216650.t001){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0216650.t001

###### Baseline characteristics of the analysis samples.

![](pone.0216650.t001){#pone.0216650.t001g}

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Variable                                                                     Cross-sectional sample\   Longitudinal sample\
                                                                               (n = 182,406)             (n = 4,323)
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------- ----------------------
                                                                               Mean (SD) or n (%)        Mean (SD) or n (%)

  Commute mode                                                                                           

      Inactive                                                                 118,569 (65.0)            3,131 (72.4)

      Active                                                                   63,837 (35.0)             1,192 (27.6)

  Commute frequency (outward trips/week)                                       4.6 (1.7)                 4.6 (1.4)

  Distance between home and work (miles)                                       12.0 (36.2)               13.5 (31.8)

  Age (years)                                                                  52.2 (6.9)                50.8 (6.1)

  Sex                                                                                                    

      Male                                                                     89,946 (49.3)             2,186 (50.6)

      Female                                                                   92,460 (50.7)             2,137 (49.4)

  Ethnicity                                                                                              

      White                                                                    173,057 (94.9)            4,202 (97.2)

      Mixed                                                                    1,154 (0.6)               21 (0.5)

      Asian                                                                    3,521 (1.9)               43 (1.0)

      Black                                                                    2,665 (1.5)               27 (0.6)

      Chinese                                                                  626 (0.3)                 13 (0.3)

      Other                                                                    1,383 (0.8)               17 (0.4)

  Home ownership                                                                                         

      Owner-occupier                                                           171,134 (93.8)            4,205 (97.3)

      Other (e.g. rents)                                                       11,272 (6.2)              118 (2.7)

  Car ownership                                                                                          

      Owns at least one car                                                    176,426 (96.7)            4,270 (98.8)

      Does not own a car                                                       5,980 (3.3)               53 (1.2)

  Household income                                                                                       

      \<£18,000                                                                12,179 (6.7)              160 (3.7)

      £18,000--30,999                                                          34,578 (19.0)             651 (15.1)

      £31,000--51,999                                                          59,688 (32.7)             1,399 (32.4)

      £52,000--100,000                                                         60,268 (33.0)             1,702 (39.4)

      \>£100,000                                                               15,693 (8.6)              411 (9.5)

  Education level                                                                                        

      University or college degree                                             71,115 (39.0)             2,118 (49.0)

      Further education                                                        22,987 (12.6)             607 (14.0)

      Higher secondary education                                               39,892 (21.9)             820 (19.0)

      Secondary education                                                      12,918 (7.1)              223 (5.2)

      Vocational qualifications                                                12,378 (6.8)              258 (6.0)

      Other professional qualifications                                        7,624 (4.2)               160 (3.7)

      None of the above                                                        15,492 (8.5)              137 (3.2)

  Has at least one child                                                                                 

      Yes                                                                      175,466 (96.2)            4,173 (96.5)

      No                                                                       6,940 (3.8)               150 (3.5)

  Townsend score[^a^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}                         -1.7 (2.8)                -2.1 (2.6)

  Body mass index (kg/m^2^)                                                    27.2 (4.6)                26.6 (4.4)

  Work physical activity                                                                                 

      Job involves mostly sitting                                              120,122 (65.9)            3,164 (73.2)

      Job involves mostly standing or manual labour                            62,284 (34.2)             1,159 (26.8)

  Bone fracture in the preceding five years                                                              

      Yes                                                                      15,744 (8.6)              320 (7.4)

      No                                                                       166,662 (91.4)            4,003 (92.6)

  Non-vascular condition or disability[^b^](#t001fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}                             

      Yes                                                                      38,330 (21.0)             850 (19.7)

      No                                                                       144,076 (79.0)            3,473 (80.3)

  Vascular condition[^c^](#t001fn005){ref-type="table-fn"}                                               

      Yes                                                                      39,542 (21.7)             680 (15.7)

      No                                                                       142,864 (78.3)            3,643 (84.3)
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

kg--kilogram; m--metre; n--number; SD--standard deviation

There were no missing data on any of the variables of interest as the samples were restricted to those with complete data

^a^Range from -6.3 to 11.0, where higher scores indicate higher levels of deprivation

^b^Defined according to whether participants reported ever receiving a doctor's diagnosis for diabetes, cancer or \'any other serious medical conditions or disabilities\'

^c^Defined according to whether participants reported ever receiving a doctor's diagnosis for angina, heart attack, high blood pressure or stroke

For the sensitivity analysis, the sample size was 237,036 for the cross-sectional analysis (47% of the initial sample) and 5,967 for the longitudinal analysis (29% of the initial sample).

Cross-sectional analysis {#sec017}
------------------------

### Descriptive analysis {#sec018}

The cross-sectional sample were predominantly middle-aged, White and high socioeconomic status across a range of factors (education, income, home ownership and car ownership). Two thirds (65%) commuted by inactive modes (car only) at baseline. The cross-sectional sample differed from the rest of the baseline sample in all demographic and health characteristics, consistent with an employed population that was the focus of this analysis ([S1 Table](#pone.0216650.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Descriptive characteristics of the raw subcomposition (including zero values) and the imputed subcomposition (in which small numbers were imputed in place of zero values) can be found in [Table 2](#pone.0216650.t002){ref-type="table"}. Screen time comprised the vast majority (95%) of discretionary time, with a compositional mean of 1635 minutes per week or approximately four hours per day.

10.1371/journal.pone.0216650.t002

###### Descriptive characteristics of the discretionary time subcomposition in the cross-sectional sample (n = 182,406).

![](pone.0216650.t002){#pone.0216650.t002g}

  Part                       Raw composition   Imputed composition                 
  -------------------------- ----------------- --------------------- ------ ------ ------
  Screen time                1469 (796)        1260 (840--1680)      1270   0.95   1635
  Walking for pleasure       78 (124)          28 (0--105)           18     0.01   23
  Sport and DIY activities   176 (263)         94 (23--218)          51     0.04   66

DIY---do-it-yourself; IQR--interquartile range; SD--standard deviation

There were no missing data on any of the variables of interest as the sample was restricted to those with complete data

^a^Based on the mean of total discretionary time for the entire sample (1724 minutes/week)

### Association between commute mode and the discretionary time subcomposition {#sec019}

In all models, there was a statistically significant (p\<0.01) association between commute mode and the set of two ilr coordinates. This indicated that the composition of discretionary time differed overall between those who used active travel modes and those who used inactive travel modes.

### Association between commute mode and screen time, walking for pleasure and sport/DIY {#sec020}

In all models, there was a statistically significant (p\<0.01) association between commute mode and the ilr of screen time, relative to the other activities ([Table 3](#pone.0216650.t003){ref-type="table"}). A negative coefficient indicated that compared to inactive modes, those who used active modes of travel engaged in less screen time relative to the other activities.

10.1371/journal.pone.0216650.t003

###### Cross-sectional association between commute mode and screen time, walking for pleasure, sport/DIY and total discretionary time (n = 182,406).

![](pone.0216650.t003){#pone.0216650.t003g}

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Part                                                                    Beta coefficient (95% CI)                    
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- ---------------- -----------------
  Screen time : rest[^a^](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                -0.12\                      -0.16\           -0.12\
                                                                          (-0.13, -0.10)              (-0.17, -0.14)   (-0.13,-- 0.11)

  Walking for pleasure : rest[^a^](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}       0.15\                       0.12\            0.10\
                                                                          (0.13, 0.17)                (0.10, 0.14)     (0.08, 0.12)

  Sport and DIY activities : rest[^a^](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   -0.03\                      0.04\            0.02\
                                                                          (-0.05, -0.01)              (0.02, 0.06)     (0.00, 0.04)

  Total discretionary time                                                -0.07\                      -0.05\           -0.04\
                                                                          (-0.07, -0.06)              (-0.05, -0.04)   (-0.04, -0.03)
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CI--confidence interval; DIY---do-it-yourself

^a^Coefficients are for active travel mode with inactive travel mode as the reference category. A positive coefficient indicates that those who used active modes of travel engaged in more of that part relative to the other activities, and a negative coefficient indicates that those who used active modes of travel engaged in less of that part relative to the other activities

Model 1 is unadjusted

Model 2 is adjusted for weekly frequency of travel, distance in miles between home and work, age, sex, ethnicity, home ownership, car ownership, income, education level, children in the household and Townsend score

Model 3 is adjusted for the covariates in Model 2 plus body mass index, whether job entailed standing, walking or manual labour, bone fracture in the last five years, ever being diagnosed with a vascular condition and ever being diagnosed with a non-vascular condition

In all models, there was a statistically significant (p\<0.01) association between commute mode and the ilr of walking for pleasure, relative to the other activities ([Table 3](#pone.0216650.t003){ref-type="table"}). A positive coefficient indicated that compared to inactive modes, those who used active modes of travel spent more time walking for pleasure relative to the other activities.

In all models, there was a statistically significant (p\<0.05) association between commute mode and the ilr of sport/DIY, relative to the other activities ([Table 3](#pone.0216650.t003){ref-type="table"}). The coefficients were small, and while statistically significant, did not indicate a strong or consistent relationship.

### Association between commute mode and total discretionary time {#sec021}

In all models, there was a statistically significant (p\<0.01) association between commute mode and total discretionary time ([Table 3](#pone.0216650.t003){ref-type="table"}). A negative coefficient indicated that total discretionary time was lower in those who used active travel modes compared to those who used inactive modes.

### Model-predicted compositional mean and total discretionary time {#sec022}

Model-predicted weekly time spent in the three discretionary activities and total weekly discretionary time are presented in [Table 4](#pone.0216650.t004){ref-type="table"}. Because of the difference between groups in total discretionary time, the absolute differences between groups in the parts comprising discretionary time were small. Those who used active modes engaged in approximately one hour less screen time, and one hour less total discretionary time, per week than those who used inactive modes.

10.1371/journal.pone.0216650.t004

###### Model-predicted compositional mean and total discretionary time in the cross-sectional sample (n = 182,406).
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  Part                       Active commute mode   Inactive commute mode
  -------------------------- --------------------- -----------------------
  Screen time                1589                  1653
  Walking for pleasure       10                    8
  Sport and DIY activities   18                    17
  Total discretionary time   1616                  1678

^a^Based on the maximally adjusted model-predicted mean of total discretionary time for active and inactive travel modes separately

Longitudinal analysis {#sec023}
---------------------

### Descriptive analysis {#sec024}

The longitudinal sample differed significantly from the rest of the cross-sectional sample in all of the variables listed in [Table 1](#pone.0216650.t001){ref-type="table"} apart from sex, children in the household and weekly frequency of commuting. Again, the longitudinal sample were predominantly middle-aged, White and high socioeconomic status, and even more so than the cross-sectional sample. Nearly three quarters (72%) commuted by inactive modes (car only) at baseline. Of the 4,323 participants included in analysis, 2,783 (64%) were stable inactive (i.e. car only at both observations), 902 (21%) were stable active (i.e. use of any other mode than car at both observations), 348 (8%) switched from inactive to active modes, and 290 (7%) switched from active to inactive modes. On average, the time elapsed between assessments was 4.3 (standard deviation \[SD\] 0.9) years. 73% of participants completed the follow-up assessment in a different season to the baseline assessment.

Descriptive characteristics of the raw composition (including zero values) and the imputed composition (in which small numbers were imputed in place of zero values) at baseline and follow-up can be found in [Table 5](#pone.0216650.t005){ref-type="table"}. Screen time and walking for pleasure increased over time, whereas sport and DIY activities decreased.

10.1371/journal.pone.0216650.t005

###### Descriptive characteristics of the discretionary time subcomposition in the longitudinal sample (n = 4,323).

![](pone.0216650.t005){#pone.0216650.t005g}

  Part                       Raw composition   Imputed composition                 
  -------------------------- ----------------- --------------------- ------ ------ ------
  *Baseline*                                                                       
  Screen time                1345 (740)        1260 (840--1680)      1162   0.93   1500
  Walking for pleasure       73 (110)          28 (0--105)           18     0.01   23
  Sport and DIY activities   194 (259)         113 (34--248)         69     0.05   89
  *Follow-up*                                                                      
  Screen time                1533 (795)        1260 (1050--1890)     1343   0.95   1689
  Walking for pleasure       81 (121)          45 (0--113)           20     0.01   25
  Sport and DIY activities   173 (239)         103 (28--225)         58     0.04   72

DIY---do-it-yourself; IQR--interquartile range; SD--standard deviation

There were no missing data on any of the variables of interest as the sample was restricted to those with complete data

^a^Based on the mean of total discretionary time for the entire sample (1612 minutes/week at baseline; 1787 minutes/week at follow-up)

### Association between change in commute mode and change in the discretionary time subcomposition {#sec025}

In all models, there was a statistically significant (p\<0.05) association between change in commute mode and change in the set of two ilr coordinates. This indicated that the composition of discretionary time changed differentially over time among the travel mode change categories (stable inactive, stable active, inactive to active, active to inactive).

### Association between change in commute mode and change in screen time, walking for pleasure and sport/DIY {#sec026}

In all models, there was a statistically significant (p\<0.01) association between change in commute mode and change in the ilr of screen time, relative to the other activities ([Table 6](#pone.0216650.t006){ref-type="table"}). A negative coefficient indicated that compared to those who used inactive modes at both time points, those who used active modes of travel at both time points reduced their screen time relative to the other activities. However, no differences were seen for individuals who changed their mode of travel over time (i.e. inactive to active or active to inactive).

10.1371/journal.pone.0216650.t006

###### Longitudinal association between travel mode and screen time, walking for pleasure, sport/DIY and total discretionary time (n = 4,323).
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  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Part                                                                        Beta coefficient (95% CI)                    
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- ---------------- ----------------
  *Screen time* : *rest*[^a^](#t006fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                             

      stable inactive                                                         ref                         ref              ref

      stable active                                                           -0.15\                      -0.17\           -0.15\
                                                                              (-0.23, -0.06)              (-0.26, -0.09)   (-0.24, -0.06)

      inactive to active                                                      0.02\                       0.02\            0.02\
                                                                              (-0.11, 0.15)               (-0.10, 0.14)    (-0.10, 0.15)

      active to inactive                                                      -0.04\                      -0.05\           -0.05\
                                                                              (-0.18, 0.09)               (-0.19, 0.09)    (-0.19, 0.09)

  *Walking for pleasure* : *rest*[^a^](#t006fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                    

      stable inactive                                                         ref                         ref              ref

      stable active                                                           0.19\                       0.19\            0.18\
                                                                              (0.06, 0.32)                (0.05, 0.32)     (0.04, 0.31)

      inactive to active                                                      0.03\                       0.00\            0.00\
                                                                              (-0.16, 0.22)               (-0.19, 0.19)    (-0.19, 0.19)

      active to inactive                                                      0.01\                       0.00\            0.00\
                                                                              (-0.20, 0.21)               (-0.20, 0.21)    (-0.20, 0.21)

  *Sport and DIY activities* : *rest*[^a^](#t006fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                

      stable inactive                                                         ref                         ref              ref

      stable active                                                           -0.01\                      0.02\            -0.01\
                                                                              (-0.13, 0.11)               (-0.11, 0.15)    (-0.14, 0.12)

      inactive to active                                                      -0.01\                      0.02\            0.01\
                                                                              (-0.19, 0.17)               (-0.17, 0.20)    (-0.17, 0.19)

      active to inactive                                                      0.06\                       0.06\            0.07\
                                                                              (-0.13, 0.26)               (-0.13, 0.26)    (-0.13, 0.26)

  *Total discretionary time*                                                                                               

      stable inactive                                                         ref                         ref              ref

      stable active                                                           -0.03\                      -0.03\           -0.02\
                                                                              (-0.06, 0.00)               (-0.06, 0.00)    (-0.05, 0.01)

      inactive to active                                                      0.03\                       0.03\            0.03\
                                                                              (-0.01, 0.07)               (-0.01, 0.07)    (-0.01, 0.07)

      active to inactive                                                      -0.03\                      -0.02\           -0.02\
                                                                              (-0.07, 0.02)               (-0.07, 0.02)    (-0.07, 0.02)
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CI--confidence interval; DIY---do-it-yourself

^a^Coefficients are for a particular commute category with stable inactive as the reference category. A positive coefficient indicates that those in a particular commute category engaged in more of that part relative to the other activities, and a negative coefficient indicates that those in a particular commute category travel engaged in less of that part relative to the other activities

Model 1 is unadjusted

Model 2 is adjusted for weekly frequency of travel, distance in miles between home and work, age, sex, ethnicity, home ownership, car ownership, income, education level, children in the household and Townsend score

Model 3 is adjusted for the covariates in Model 2 plus body mass index, whether job entailed standing, walking or manual labour, bone fracture in the last five years, ever being diagnosed with a vascular condition, ever being diagnosed with a non-vascular condition, time elapsed between assessments and whether the season differed between assessments

In all models, there was a statistically significant (p\<0.01) association between change in commute mode and change in the ilr of walking for pleasure, relative to the other activities ([Table 6](#pone.0216650.t006){ref-type="table"}). A positive coefficient indicated that compared to those who used inactive modes at both time points, those who used active modes of travel at both time points increased walking for pleasure relative to the other activities. However, no differences were seen for individuals who changed their mode of travel over time (i.e. inactive to active or active to inactive).

In all models, there were no statistically significant associations between change in commute mode and change in the ilr of sport/DIY, relative to the other activities ([Table 6](#pone.0216650.t006){ref-type="table"}).

### Association between change in commute mode and change in total discretionary time {#sec027}

In the unadjusted model, there was a statistically significant (p\<0.05) association between change in commute mode and change in total discretionary time ([Table 6](#pone.0216650.t006){ref-type="table"}). A negative coefficient indicated that compared to those who used inactive modes at both time points, those who used active modes of travel at both time points reduced their total discretionary time. However, this association was not statistically significant in the maximally adjusted model.

### Model-predicted compositional mean and total discretionary time {#sec028}

Model-predicted weekly time spent in the three discretionary activities and total weekly discretionary time at follow up are presented in [Table 7](#pone.0216650.t007){ref-type="table"}. The absolute differences between groups in the parts comprising discretionary time were small. At follow-up, those who used active modes at both time points engaged in approximately half an hour less screen time per week than those who used inactive modes at both time points.

10.1371/journal.pone.0216650.t007

###### Model-predicted compositional mean and total discretionary time at follow-up in the longitudinal sample (n = 4,323).

![](pone.0216650.t007){#pone.0216650.t007g}

  Part                       Stable inactive   Stable active   Inactive to active   Active to inactive
  -------------------------- ----------------- --------------- -------------------- --------------------
  Screen time                1660              1623            1710                 1617
  Walking for pleasure       15                19              15                   15
  Sport and DIY activities   45                49              46                   48
  Total discretionary time   1720              1691            1771                 1680

^a^Based on the maximally adjusted model-predicted mean of total discretionary time for each commute category separately

Sensitivity analyses {#sec029}
--------------------

The cross-sectional and longitudinal sensitivity analyses indicated the same pattern of findings as the main analysis ([S2](#pone.0216650.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3](#pone.0216650.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables), with the exception that the finding on change in total discretionary time remained statistically significant in the maximally adjusted model in the longitudinal sensitivity analysis.

Discussion {#sec030}
==========

Main findings {#sec031}
-------------

Overall, active commuting was associated with patterns of movement behaviour during discretionary time that appear favourable to health. In longitudinal analyses, maintenance of active commuting over an average follow-up of four years was associated with a relative reduction in screen time and increase in walking for pleasure. However, after accounting for varying amounts of total discretionary time, the absolute differences between groups were very small. The largest differences were found for screen time; those using active modes engaged in 30--60 minutes less screen time per week than those using inactive modes. Though modest, this represents a relative energy deficit of approximately 22.5 metabolic equivalent (MET) minutes per week or 0.15% of total daily energy expenditure, and could have a cumulative effect on health over time.

The findings from the cross-sectional analysis indicated a tendency for people who were physically active in one domain (travel) to also spend more time being active in others (leisure and home). However, it was notable in the longitudinal analysis (where we could explore behaviour change over time at the individual level) that changing commute mode from inactive to active or vice versa was not associated with corresponding changes to the composition of discretionary time. It may be that these changes predominantly draw time from within the travel domain, or from domains other than leisure and home. This was supported by the finding that changes in commute mode were not associated with changes in total discretionary time. Others\[[@pone.0216650.ref040]\] have suggested that discretionary time might be a flexible pool that could be drawn upon to accommodate behaviour change, but we found no evidence of within-domain transfers of time.

Strength and limitations {#sec032}
------------------------

There is burgeoning interest in the application of compositional data analysis to health research. To our knowledge, this is the first study exploring the longitudinal relationship between change in commute mode and relative changes in both physical activity and sedentary behaviour. The strengths of the study include the large sample and detailed characterisation of covariates that are a feature of the UK Biobank study. In addition, we examined movement behaviours at the domain level, in order to provide insight on whether and how behaviours redistribute between domains.

We also acknowledge the study limitations. UK Biobank is not representative of the UK general population, with a low response rate, evidence of a 'healthy volunteer' selection bias,\[[@pone.0216650.ref041]\] and the associated likelihood that heathier volunteers also display healthier patterns of movement behaviour. In addition, the longitudinal sample was drawn from only one geographical area. Using the self-reported data available, we were not able to account for all daily activities and therefore construct a complete composition; instead, we focussed on a subcomposition of specific activities occurring during discretionary time. Self-report may be subject to recall and social desirability biases, but was necessary in order to explore behaviour at the domain level. The questions used to capture activities in this study had different reference time frames (a typical day for screen time, and the preceding four weeks for the other activities), although it is unlikely this would have changed the results.\[[@pone.0216650.ref028]\] During data cleaning, we were required to make estimations and decisions about truncating values, though we have been transparent about these decisions and the basis for them. The longitudinal analysis was limited by the small proportion of the sample who changed travel mode; less than 10% of the sample switched from inactive to active modes or vice versa, which may have limited statistical power to detect changes in outcomes. In addition, it is likely there were other influences on discretionary time over the average four year follow-up period. Finally, as exposures and outcomes, and changes in them, were measured concurrently, reverse causation is possible.

Comparison with previous work {#sec033}
-----------------------------

The findings reported here are consistent with a previous compositional data analysis in a sample of UK adults which indicated that those who did active travel reported relatively less screen time and more leisure physical activity than those not undertaking active travel.\[[@pone.0216650.ref018]\] We also found some concordance with previous research suggesting that active travel was not associated with reductions in physical activity in the leisure domain.\[[@pone.0216650.ref016],[@pone.0216650.ref017]\]

Implications for research {#sec034}
-------------------------

Avenues for future research include replicating these analyses in different settings and in more representative samples to explore the generalisability of findings. In particular, individual-level longitudinal analyses using time-use diaries to assess all daily time (i.e. the full composition) would allow for a comprehensive exploration of how behavioural domains change over time. Longitudinal research should employ multiple follow-ups if possible, to explore how associations change over the shorter and longer term. Intervention research should consider the potential for one-for-one, one-for-multiple, or one-for-remainder displacement, and explore the effects of interventions on compositions rather than single behaviours.

Implications for policy and practice {#sec035}
------------------------------------

Increasing active travel is a focus of transport policy in the UK,\[[@pone.0216650.ref042]\] and is seen as desirable on public health grounds as a means to equitably promote population physical activity while improving traffic safety and reducing air pollution and degradation of the environment.\[[@pone.0216650.ref043],[@pone.0216650.ref044]\] This analysis further indicates that lower screen time may be an additional population co-benefit of active travel.\[[@pone.0216650.ref045]\]

Conclusions {#sec036}
-----------

In conclusion, we found that active commuting was associated with relatively less screen-based sedentary behaviour during discretionary time. Future longitudinal and intervention research should explore how behavioural domains relate to each other and change over time.
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